veterans already get many many benefits. free medical care, free property taxes, etc. loans, etc. those in nj who are not veterans but who are poor and paying the bills in many cases are much worse off than veterans. we need a program that helps all regardless of status, not just because you are a veteran. i do not go along with the endless stream of bills that come along to pay just for veterans. vote no. everybody else is suffering in nj too.
there is no reason for this spending bill. the closure will take care of all needs when they close. this appears to be a slush fund. vote no
veterans can and should pay the same fees as others if they want to open a business. they certainly can get loans from the VA and others to open the business so that any fees alone with that would be covered in the loans. there is no reason to establish separate rules from veterans for everything on earth, which seems to be the intention of this committee. vote no. we cannot have exemptions in every law on the books.